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Since the 80’s of the last century, the wave of financial liberalization 
embedding with capital account liberalization which windswept most Western 
countries, had bring a substantial change to the World’s financial industry. After a 
serious of financial crisis, most developing countries must wake up and review the 
sequences of their own financial liberalization and capital account liberalization 
and the structure of monitoring capital account. Since April 1997, IMF started to 
adjust their loose capital account policy and monitor the capital account of various 
countries. According to a report of IMF, capital account liberalization is a main 
economic problem of the developing countries. 
From the research of capital account liberalization of the developing countries, 
economists declared different point of view and arguments. As a whole, the 
researches about this topics has their own characteristics, but comparing with other 
topics of economy, the research of capital account liberalization of the developing 
countries is necessary to be deepened. 
From the liberalization history of Western countries and on-going of coalition 
of World’s finance, the degree of capital account liberalization of a country or a 
region is determined by the degree of their own economic development and the 
knowledge of “economic sovereignty”. Therefore, the research of capital account 
liberalization should take into the accounts of politics direction, economy model 
and society structure, etc.. WTO does not ask the developing countries joined to 
liberate their capital accounts as criteria to join the organization. This shows that 
no matter a rapid liberalization or a gradual liberalization, the main concern is the 
equilibrium between the internal external benefits. From the implementations of 
various countries, capital account liberalization was incorporated into the country’s 
overall reformation by developing countries. Therefore, to make the research of 












overall reformation of developing countries. 
On the other hand, capital account liberalization of developing countries is 
double-edged sword and hence brings huge potential risks. In the process of capital 
account liberalization, some internal and external factors, suck as the effects of 
international economics interchange, the selection of foreign exchange system, the 
effect of capital flow and the discrepancy between the economics and financial 
structures etc., shall test the ability of developing countries about the acceptance of 
the risks which including (1) the raise of real foreign exchange rate and lead to the 
deterioration of current account, (2) the increase the instabilities of banking 
industry, (3) the absorb of “hot money”and bury a “financial bomb”. The risks 
of  huge capital out-flow includes : (1) harming economic growth, (2)making 
external debts burden heavier, (3)making financial instability and harming 
financial safe. But, we should be aware that the risks related to capital account 
liberalization is often intermingled with the internal and external non-equilibrium 
of a country’s marco-economy. 
Under the condition of open economy, there always exists conflicts in the 
internal and external non-equilibrium of marco-economy. To solve this kind of 
situation, we must adopt various combination of policies. Therefore, capital 
account liberalization cannot be implemented alone. It must be implemented with 
the support of other economic conditions. 
.In reality, there is a substantial disparity between the practice of capital 
account liberalization in the developing countries. The lack of or prerequisite of 
the necessary and relevant conditions in the developing countries is a matter for a 
different situation being developed. To demonstrate more concisely, the 
experiences of developing countries for practicing capital account liberalization 
can be generalized  into four main archives: (1) An economy with a rigid 
exchange rate system undergone in the capital account liberalization would cause 
an economic shock to the domestic economy; (2) The provision of security from 













The defects of the financial structures of local economy would cause unavoidable 
excessive credit expansion; (4) Moreover, the continuance of the defects in 
financial supervision will finally lead to a financial crisis.  This also explains on 
the contrary the conditions which are necessary for developing countries to 
practice capital account liberalization. 
China, after 20 years’ process of economic reformation, it has incorporated 
the experience of “fine tuning reform” and “radical reform”.  However, China has 
been adopting a moderate and prudence approach in the reform of capital account 
liberalization.  Precisely, whether it is to raise foreign debt, to increase foreign 
direct investment or stock investment, foreigners has to undergone various 
administrative procedures or foreign exchange trail management for approval. 
Although with the high demand for progressive reform and the more lax 
procedures for capital account operation and control, China is still conceived as a 
country of tight control for capital account.  After China had gained it’s entry in 
WTO and the entry cost for global financial market becomes lower, the massive 
international capital inflow goes with the counterpart industries, the scale of 
capital account liberalization also becoming larger, such as the relaxation of 
foreign investment in telecom industry, the allowance of foreign investors in 
participating local fund management, the increase of stockholding for foreigners, 
foreign banks is operating a wider span of business operation.  China’s policy of 
managing capital account liberalization will face more and more challenges. 
In 1998, the broke out of the Asia financial crisis brought China under 
immense pressure, it’s adoption of a stabilization of exchange rate policy had to 
certain extent bring to a halt to the contagious Asia financial crisis, not only had it 
been appreciated by market investors and neighboring countries, it also won the 
acceptance from international recognize economists.  It is also because of this, 
China has ever been conservative of it’s capital account liberation.  Until 
November 2002, China Securities Regulatory Commission and the People’s Bank 












qualification, investment up USD270M, represents 0.55% of China’s stock market 
value capitalization. 
In a nutshell, liberalization of capital account is a major part in financial and 
economic liberalization. It depends on the development of the whole reform on the 
economic development model in developing countries, while at the same time it 
can boost the reform of the model as well. It is also in this sense that the 
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